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President’s Message
Welcome to the third volume of Commerce magazine
for 2021, which is being published in a time of great
uncertainty. It seems that five-year plans have been
shelved and replaced by five-week plans, which indicates
the rapidly changing business environment both globally
and in Thailand. While I am normally very positive in
regard to changing circumstances, it is sobering to
contemplate all of the issues that we are facing at the
same time. These include learning to live with COVID-19,
the potential restructuring of supply chains, the migration
of staff and freelancers from tourist destinations to
their home provinces, as well as the fatigue that has
begun to set in due to working at home.
The extent to which the Thai economy is expected to
grow is limited, if there will even be any growth at all.
However, the differences that exist between sectors
are substantial. Due to the global economic recovery
and the weakened Thai baht, manufacturing for export
is thriving. Nevertheless, manufacturing companies
are facing several issues. Foremost among these
is protecting their staff from COVD-19, followed by
dealing with supply disruptions, a decline in domestic
demand, and an increase in transportation costs.
Despite these issues, the manufacturing production
index is improving and looks set to be the saviour of
the Thai economy, at least according to the figures.
Another sector that is performing better than it did the
previous year is the agricultural sector, which accounts
for 9% of the Thai economy, and employs approximately
one-third of the Thai workforce. This sector seems to
have recovered from the drought two years ago, and
the agricultural production index is improving. The sector
will also benefit from the migration of approximately 1.6
million staff and freelancers who left Bangkok and other
tourist destinations to return to their home provinces.
Other sectors, such as commerce, construction, and
services, are struggling during the pandemic and are
looking forward to some sort of return to normalcy.
However, it should be noted that certain sub-sectors
are still flourishing.
I would like to end on a positive note by observing that
good progress is being made with the vaccination
program in Thailand, and it appears that the government
may soon begin reopening the country and inviting
foreign tourists back in. This would be a great boost to
the hospitality and tourism sectors, and the millions of
Thai people employed in these industries. Stay safe!
Regards,
Rob Hurenkamp
President of the NTCC
Don’t wanna miss out on any NTCC networking events?

See us at our website www.ntccthailand.org
or follow us on our social media

Editor: Nitsara Guongariyanon
Assistant editor: Hans van den Born
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
15 Soi Tonson, Ploenchit Road, Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330
Call: +66(0)2 254 6434
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Embassy News
Overview Thai Economy
Ambassador Van Wijngaarden, welcome to Thailand! What are your initial observations on
the economic relation between Thailand and the Netherlands?
Thank you! I would like to start by saying first that I have been
extremely warmly welcomed since my appointment as ambassador
to Thailand. Especially also by the Thai Consul-General in
Shanghai –my previous posting- and by the Ambassador of Thailand
in the Netherlands. The bilateral relations between Thailand and the
Netherlands are very good and cover a broad range of themes. The
economic relations are taking center stage of course, and both our
governments are cooperating intensively on expanding in areas
of interest to our private sector. The Ambassador of Thailand in the
Netherlands equally prioritizes the economic relations between
Thailand and the Netherlands, so we work closely together with
them as well.
Economically, Thailand and the Netherlands have a mutual interest
in a variety of sectors. We are both world leading producers and
exporters of agricultural products. We are also both coastal states
with strategic locations, making us regional hubs in terms of transport and logistics, while facing challenges
of climate change. Cooperation is already strong in many areas such as. agri-food, water management and
flood protection. At the same time, there is an increasing interest in both countries to expand the cooperation
in other areas such as health care, circular economy, and energy transition.
The Netherlands is one of Thailand’s top trading partners as it is Thailand’s largest export destination in
Europe. In 2020, trade in goods between the two countries is EUR 4.1 billion, with Thailand having a trade
surplus over the Netherlands. In order to enhance this trade relationship, I believe it is essential that Thailand
and the EU take steps to reengage in talks about a free trade agreement. This will greatly support the trade
relationship by lowering tariffs and decreasing other trade barriers.
Thailand is already an important foreign direct investment destination for the Netherlands. The Thai business
climate is an important factor for companies to settle or do business here. It is our role as an embassy to
keep addressing the importance of having a good business climate with an equal level playing field for foreign
companies. The Netherlands is becoming a rising European top destination for Thai direct investment abroad.
Together with the Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency, we hope to attract more Thai companies to the
Dutch innovative and high-quality business climate.
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Embassy News

In your view, are there any noteworthy economic developments?
Like in many other countries, successive waves of COVID-19 have disrupted the Thai economy too. The
country’s GDP contracted 6.1% in 2020 and gradually recovered with a growth of 2% in the first half of
2021, supported largely by the export of goods. Overall, the economy projects to expand around 0.7-1.3%
in 2021. Economic activity is expected to return to its pre-pandemic levels in 2022. We all know that the
crisis has posed a tremendous challenge to many Thai and Dutch companies, and we all hope that the
crisis will be over soon.
In addition to addressing these very serious challenges, the crisis is also a call to all of us to look at areas of our
economies where we can “build back better”. The Netherlands is a global partner in supporting sustainable
and inclusive growth. We have extensive knowledge and experience in for example climate adaptation,
circular economy, digitalization, and sustainable global value chains.
One concept that was mentioned in my meetings with Thai counterparts is that of Thailand’s Bio-Circular-Green
(BCG) model. As Thailand puts the BCG model at the forefront of its policymaking, it is important for all Dutch
counterparts to know and understand the concept. BCG steers the country’s economic recovery by
increasing investment in science and technology and activities that will create sustainable development
and addressing global environmental concerns. I believe that Dutch solutions are often complementary and
can therefore contribute to the strategic areas of the BCG model. For example, on food and agriculture:
massive transformation is taking place in global agri-food value chains because of the Covid-19 pandemic,
consumer preference, and digitalization. This offers opportunities for Thai and Dutch food producers
to redesign the food value chains together to prevent post-harvest food losses, adapting to changing
climates and digitizing the agro sector. Our embassy in Thailand is of course ready to play its part in this.
What is your message to Dutch companies in Thailand?
First, I would really like to get myself acquainted and
familiar with the Dutch companies here in Thailand
as soon as possible, building on the experience
that the embassy already has with these companies.
I hope to get acquainted with you soon, either directly
or via the activities of the NTCC or Stichting Thailand
Zakelijk. Second, I am very much looking forward to
working with you to enhance the Netherlands-Thailand
economic cooperation. Our embassy stands ready to
assist Dutch companies already present in Thailand
and those interested in doing business here. I hope to
meet you in person soon!
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Finding support and guidelines during a prolonged period of the
crisis to run business in Thailand
By Nitsara Guongariyanon, Marketing & Communications Intern, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

Even though the overall sentiment of foreign businesses operating in Thailand this year has plunged, as foreign
investors are growing concerned about the severe COVID-19 infections and a delay in Thailand's vaccine allocations,
it is undeniable that Thailand is a good place to start a business for foreign investors because of business-friendly
policies, and the government’s persistent efforts to enhance both the business incentives and regulatory
environment. The government are expected that Thai economy will be recovered in last quarter this year and
the beginning of the next year. Therefore, The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) would like to
create more business opportunities and help our members who want to start their business in Thailand and find
some partners and assistances for increasing the foreigners’ confidence to run the business smoothly.
To own the business in Thailand in the first stage, foreign entrepreneurs are required to build strong collaboration and
connections over time. Launching a business in an unfamiliar landscape requires entrepreneurs to go through several
difficult work processes. They need to do research on their market, learn about Thai policies and regulations, and find
both their consumers and partners to create a sustainable business. Moreover, they also need to keep enhancing
their existence in the industry and improving value-added products, whether in terms of quality, quantity, availability,
and accessibility. Besides, marketing elements are the essential keys to do business. Collaborating with Thai
government agencies helps guide the business, in a way of investment and innovation diplomacy whether in an
aspect of policies, taxations, digital transformation support, exhibitions and conferences promotion and accelerating
specific sectors like medical and healthcare. Furthermore, building a solid network, where information, skills, capital,
and resources are shared from the government, would also benefit the business itself and the end consumer.
Our NTCC team would like to assist both Dutch individual members and corporate members who are seeking
investment opportunity in Thailand. We would like to help connect our members with any possible business contact
or with the right agencies to create their business success and expansion of their networks. Therefore, this edition
of Commerce magazine will cover six business-supported organizations: Thailand Board of investment (BOI), Digital
Economy Promotion Agency (DEPA), Eastern Economic Corridor Office of Thailand (EECO), Office of Public Sector
Anti-Corruption Commission (PACC), National Innovation Agency (NIA), and Thailand Center of Excellence for Life
Science (TCELS). These government agencies will be strong supporters for Dutch businesses to grow successfully on
competitive business in Thailand. If you would like to collaborate any projects or any other business-related topics,
you might use our provided interview lists of Thai government agencies to be your guideline.
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Interview Duangjai Asawachintachit - Secretary General of Thailand
Board of Investment (BOI)
By Nitsara Guongariyanon, Marketing & Communications intern, Netherlands – Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

Could you introduce yourself? and what does your
organization do?
I am Duangjai Asawachintachit, Secretary General
of the Thailand Board of
Investment.
The Office of the Board
of Investment (BOI) is a
government agency under
the Office of the Prime
Minister. Its core roles and
responsibilities are to support and promote investment,
both investment into Thailand and Thai overseas
investment to enhance Thailand’s competitiveness
and to achieve sustainable growth.
Investments in a wide range of activities in both
manufacturing and services are eligible for BOI tax
and non-tax incentives. Major tax incentives include
corporation income tax exemption and reduction,
import duty exemption on machinery and raw materials
(used in the manufacture of exports and for R&D purposes) while non-tax incentives include 100% foreign
ownership, land ownership permission for foreign
entities and visa and work permit services.
The BOI’s activities is not only granting tax and non-tax
incentives but also taking part in improving Thailand
investment environment and industry ecosystem as
well as engaging in a number of activities related to
human resource development such as training and
apprenticeship through various supporting measures.
How can your organization support the Dutch business
community? What do you think is the value creation that
the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce can support
your organization and Dutch business community?
The BOI scheme supports both existing and new
investors. Dutch companies, both existing and new
Commerce vol. 3 / 2021 10

ones, can have access to the BOI scheme which offer
many support measures. It is important to note that
we are not only encouraging new investments but also
supporting existing ones in becoming more competitive.
The BOI has introduced a ‘productivity enhancement
scheme’ to strengthen existing businesses, which allows
existing companies to apply for tax incentives if they
undertake investments leading to alleviating impacts on
environment, adopting automation/robotics systems or
digital technology.
The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce can play
an important role as a bridge between potential Dutch
investors and the BOI. In particular, Thailand has
aimed to promote the BCG (Bio, Circular and Green)
economy as our theme for post-covid recovery and
a stronger focus will be placed on sustainability, and
Dutch companies have strong expertise and know-how
in these areas. We hope to see more Dutch business
presence in Thailand.
Anything you wish to tell our audience, especially
the Dutch entrepreneurs?
If you wish to set up or expand an operation in Thailand,
your best contact point is the Office of the Board of
Investment (BOI). We are here to help reduce your
initial investment costs and facilitate your operations.
We are taking steps to improve our services all the
time. Please do not hesitate to reach us via email, Line
or book an appointment with our Customer Service
Unit (CSU) @ www.boi.go.th.

Interview Asst. Prof. Dr. Nuttapon Nimmanphatcharin - CEO of Digital
Economy Promotion Agency (depa)
Could you introduce yourself? and what does your
organization do?
Asst. Prof. Dr. Nut tapon
Nimmanphatcharin,President/
CEO of The Digital Economy
Promotion Agency (depa)
The Digital Economy Promotion Agency (depa) was
established under the Digital
Development for Economy
and Society Act in 2017, with the mission to support the
development of digital industry and innovation as well
as promoting digital technology adoption to benefit the
nation's economy, society, culture, and security.
For 4 years, we have focused on partnering with both
public and private sectors to nurture the digital
ecosystem and transform into “Digital Thailand”.
depa helps advance policies, laws, regulations, and
measures that support the ecosystems needed to establish
Thailand as a center for advanced technology and
digital innovation in Southeast Asia. We also promote
and support the investment of digital industry and innovation through our funding schemes. Moreover, we
consider human resources as one of the key factors
to drive the country’s digital economy. We prioritize
helping young people gain comprehensive new skills
in digital technology through online platforms. Also,
we help upskill and reskill new graduates, unemployed
people, and the industrial workforce. And we promote
digital literacy among the public, the elderly and
vulnerable groups.
Furthermore, we drive the economic sector towards
Digital Thailand through our own 3 institutes, namely
Digital Startup Institute, Government Big Data Institute,
and IoT and Innovation Institute and with our private-owned
partner Thailand AI Research Institute. We also join forces
with digital service providers and digital startups to
accelerate the adoption of the new technology fit for
business’s need for digital transformation. And we
formulate a policy plan and promote operations to drive
the development of smart cities around the country.

How can depa support the Dutch business community?
What do you think is the value creation that the NTCC
can support your organization and Dutch business
community?
We believe that digital transformation will happen in all
economic, social, and cultural activities, and in this
globalization era it wouldn’t be possible to achieve our
goal without collaboration with each other. Our strength
is our knowledge and experience in digital businesses
and the whole value chain/ ecosystem. Thus, we can act
as a bridge between the Dutch business community and
the Thai digital business community, helping you to find
the right opportunities for your business as well as the
right partners.
As seen in the past collaboration in the digital
agriculture sector, depa partnered with the NTCC to
host an experience sharing session, showing a Dutch
cutting-edge automate greenhouse technology to
potential Thai entrepreneurs. This could be done in
other sectors including health, tourism, logistic along
with other industries.
Anything you wish to tell our audience, especially the
Dutch entrepreneurs?
The partnership between the NTCC and depa has
encouraged knowledge and experience sharing for our
communities. We would like to strengthen this valuable
partnership by inviting the Dutch business community
and entrepreneurs to get to know depa and our
ecosystem.
Also, as a government agency, we would like to
facilitate any trade businesses and investments that
could benefit both of our countries. We provide
incentives and privileges for foreign investors
such as corporate income tax exemption, lowest
personal income tax rate and smart visa. You could
find us here in Bangkok as well as at Thailand Digital
Valley in Sri-Racha, EEC. We also have branches
throughout the whole country that can help you if
you need our service.
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Interview Luxmon Attapich - Deputy Secretary General of Eastern
Economic Corridor Office (EECO)
Could you introduce yourself? and what does your
organization do?
I am Luxmon Attapich, Deputy
Secretary General of the
Eastern Economic Corridor
Office of Thailand.
Eastern Economic Corridor
(EEC) is an area-based development project, focusing
on the 3 Eastern provinces,
namely Rayong, Chonburi, and Chachoengsao. The
EEC is Thailand’s flagship project aiming to transform
the Thai economy by keeping pace with technological
changes, embracing innovation, and moving towards
Industry 4.0.
The EEC Office is a public agency dedicated to driving
EEC development in all aspects including upgrading of
existing physical and digital infrastructure, promoting
investment in targeted industries, and improving livelihood
of people residing in EEC. The EEC Office also functions as
a business facilitator that coordinates closely with
other public authorities and private sectors to ensure
successful investment projects in the EEC.
How can your organization support the Dutch business
community? What do you think is the value creation
that the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
can support your organization and Dutch business
community?
Since the establishment of EEC project in 2018, the Netherlands has been an important investor in the EEC.
The focused technologies under Dutch Topsector Policy
are very much aligned with those of EEC’s targets. To
support Dutch and foreign companies in establishing a
foothold and expanding their presence in the EEC, our
development plan emphasizes both infrastructure and
industrial development. The EEC's physical infrastructures
are being upgraded in order to promote resilience in
logistics and connectivity through multimodal transportation, which provide a competitive edge in trade
and supply chain management for industries.

emerging technologies such as robotics, automation,
and artificial intelligence. In addition, to promote the
utilization of new technologies and innovation, the EEC
area is designed to be a regulatory sandbox to facilitate
businesses and industries. With the support of the EEC
Office and its regulatory sandbox feature, investors will
be able to pilot new technologies and pursue innovative
business models without prohibitive regulatory constraints. Also, incentive packages are being developed
for targeted technologies and their use-cases, both in
terms of tax and non-tax incentives.
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) is one
of Thailand's leading and most active foreign business

organizations. EEC Office and NTCC have been working
closely to assist and promote Dutch investment in the
EEC. Given the NTCC's extensive network, a series of
co-organized networking events have helped the EEC
Office to get to know and understand Dutch investors
better.
Anything you wish to tell our audience, especially the
Dutch entrepreneurs?
Please think of EEC Office as your investment
companion. We are here to facilitate your investment
journey through attractive privileges. Our goal is to
ensure the success of Dutch investment projects in the
EEC. For further detailed information about EEC,
please visit www.eeco.or.th and EEC Fact Sheet
https://www.eeco.or.th/th/search?keyword=fact%20sheet

The 5G network in EEC, with 100% coverage for
its promoted zones, will benefit digitalization and
Commerce vol. 3 / 2021 13

Interview Dr.Krithpaka Boonfueng, Deputy Executive Director
(Innovation System) of NIA
Could you introduce yourself? and what does your
organization do?
Dr.Krithpaka Boonfueng,
Deputy Executive Director
(Innovation System)
Eastern Economic Corridor
(EEC) is an area-based development project, focusing
on the 3 Eastern provinces,
namely Rayong, Chonburi,
The National Innovation Agency
(Public Organization) or NIA’s mission is to support and
develop Thailand’s innovation system, in both the way
of improvement and initiation, to promote economic
restructuring and competitive enhancement.
NIA functions as the key engine driving national innovation
by co-creation, networking, fostering, and partnering
different organizations from various fields such as
academic, technology, industry, finance, and investment. Its
focus is on utilizing knowledge management to achieve
innovation, particularly to foster “innovation on cluster
platform” which uses innovation as the principal tool in
improving quality of life and driving towards an increasing
competitive economy. NIA continues to develop innovations with Thailand's 4.0 strategy and aims to push
Thailand into the "Innovation Nation". NIA aims to create
opportunities and differences to produce the value
products in the ecosystem. NIA has formulated a strategy
of operation in order to create a systemic change that
leads to the country's innovative growth with
consistency and modernization which will consist of;
• "Strengthening the national innovation system"
through linking the private sector, government,
education and civil society to create a strong
innovation system.
• "Create an environment that is conducive to
innovation change" as well as develop an
environment that is conducive to growth and
change in innovation.
• "Create new value for innovation" to prepare
and upgrade the potential for innovation for the
future in the individual level, organization level
and country level through the awareness building,
knowledge and innovative tools.
All operations have set a goal for Thailand to be among
the top 30 countries in the world with excellent innovation
by 2030.
How can your organization support the Dutch business
community? What do you think is the value creation
that the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
can support your organization and Dutch business
community?
NIA teaming up with CM Town and Chiang Mai Connect by
NTCC organize the new-in tech networking event series
in town, 'Tech & The City by Global Startup Hub CNX' to
build a network and let them…
Commerce vol. 3 / 2021 14

•

Meet fellow startup founders and entrepreneurs
who paint the colourful ecosystem here in Chiang
Mai
• Find out how to make-it as a startup in Chiang
Mai
• Stay updated on all the latest happenings in the
Chiang Mai's growing tech ecosystem
• Connect with entrepreneurs & professionals from
the tech eco-system and beyond - wide-ranging
industries in the North - linking business groups
from the international and local chambers of
commerce, to the Federation of Thai Industries
This is a series event organied in various topic including
Tech ecosystem, urban-tech, Edtech/Social, Creative
Tech, health-tech, and startups Next Normal tech.

Anything you wish to tell our audience, especially the
Dutch entrepreneurs?
We want to introduce our service under the name "Global
Startup Hub Thailand." Global Startup Hub is the center
for startups and community networks in Thailand to
facilitate Thai and International startups, who have set
business goals in Thailand, to receive lots of support
from Thai Startup ecosystem through information, services,
networks, activities, and knowledge sharing. Global
Startup Hub Thailand are providing..
1. Center for Startup Information: we provide information
on the business establishment and startup ecosystem,
including Information on Smart Visa, Investment Promotion
until setting up a business in Thailand.
2. Landing Pad Service: we provide service and activities
to support foreign Startup enterprises. We have Incubator
and Accelerator programs (Space-F for FoodTech and
Agrowth for AgriTech) to support foreign startups to join
and operate a business in Thailand.
3. Networking & Business Matching: we create opportunities for Startups with Networking & Business matching
activities to meet up, sharing knowledge and opportunities, including building the community in Thailand's
Startup ecosystem in the area.
4. Business Consultancy Service: We provide Startup
Consultation with experts in intensive and exclusive
advice topics such as Legal, set up Business, Fundraising,
Market screening, and Intellectual Property (IP), which
support startups both Thai and foreign. And we provide
these for free.
Global Startup Hub Thailand is ready for service at:
Bangkok (National Innovation Agency (NIA), Bangkok),
Chiangmai (Northern Science Park (NSP), Chiang Mai),
and currently we provide only for online services**
Facebook page: @GlobalStartupHubTH
E-mail: globalstartuphub@nia.or.th

Interview Bhumivisan Kasemsook, Deputy Secretary-General of
the Office of PACC
Could you introduce yourself? and what does your
organization do?
I am Bhumivisan Kasemsook,
Deputy Secretary-General of
the Office of Public Sector
Anti-Corruption Commission
or PACC.
I am assigned by the Secretary-General and honored
to give an interview to NTCC

image for Thailand and demonstrate the strong
intention in fighting against corruption of the Royal
Thai Government according to the principle of accuracy,
transparency and accountability and can create trust
among foreign investors including the Dutch in making
decisions for traveling or doing business in Thailand as
well as support Thailand in enhancing the Corruption
Perception Index (CPI) which would benefit to build
confidence among foreign investors and bring about
good economy for Thailand in the future.

Commerce Magazine today. In this opportunity, I would
like to share a few words about the background of the
PACC as follows:
Previously, there was no main government agency
responsible for corruption prevention and suppression
even though “the fight against corruption” was an
important and urgent agenda of the country. Therefore, the Royal Thai Government has established “The
Office of Public Sector Anti-Corruption Commission or
PACC” as a government agency in executive branch
responsible for preventing and suppressing corruption
in public sector and a center to collaborate with all
relevant government agencies so that anti-corruption
work in executive branch can be operated in more
integrated and effective ways.
According to an “Executive Measures in Anti-Corruption
Act, B.E. 2551 (2008) and the additional amendment”,
the missions of the PACC are involved with prevention
and suppression of corruption in public sector such as
preparing proposals of government anti-corruption policies,
plans and measures, supervising and investigating government agencies and officials, tracking and reporting
information on corruption prevention and suppression,
seeking and collecting evidences and conducting fact
inquiry in order to proceed disciplinary and criminal action
against the offenders under relevant laws. In addition, we
have encouraged all sectors to participate in monitoring
corruption in government activities to mobilize our works
in line with good governance principle.
How can your organization support the Dutch
business community? What do you think is the
value creation that the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of
Commerce can support your organization and Dutch
business community?
The PACC has established the “Foreign Investors
Complaint Center” to receive complaints from foreign
investors who are illegally claimed for benefits or face
unfair or unjust services performed by government officials
which will help block channels or opportunities for Thai
government officials in accepting or seeking bribes from
foreigners. We do hope this will promote the anti-corruption

We would like to emphasize that “the fight against corruption” is an important and urgent issue. The PACC
thus encourages participation from all sectors in
inspecting and monitoring corruption in public sector
in accordance with Section 63 of the Constitution of
the Kingdom of Thailand B.E. 2560 (2017) which states
that “The State shall promote, support and provide
knowledge to the people on the dangers resulting from
dishonest acts and wrongful conducts in both public
and private sectors and shall provide efficient measures
and mechanisms to promote collective participation
of the people in countering corruption and whistle
blowing.” In this regard, the PACC would appreciate the
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce cooperation
in publicizing “Foreign Investors Complaint Center”. If
the Dutch entrepreneurs are claimed benefits illegally
by government officials or receive unfair services from
public sector, please make complaints or give clues
through the following channels;
In person at the Foreign Investors
Complaint Center, PACC office
Email: fad.pacc@gmail.com
Tel: +66-2-502-6670 # 1207, 1200
Anything you wish to tell our audience, especially the
Dutch entrepreneurs?
The PACC would like to urge the Dutch entrepreneurs
in Thailand to take part in corruption prevention and
suppression by joining with us to solve corruption
problems of the country aiming to make Thailand
Corruption-Free. If you know/have any clues or
information about corruption, please notify the “Foreign
Investors Complaint Center” which is the quick and easy
channel to contact, inquire or report on corruption or
misconduct performed by Thai government officials.
Commerce vol. 3 / 2021 15
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Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road, Chomphon, Chatuchak,
Bangkok, 10900
Telephone: +66-2617 6450-3

Interview Premruedee Lertsakvimarn - Senior Manager of International Cooperation Thailand Center of TCELS
Could you introduce yourself? and what does your
organization do?
I am Premruedee Lertsakvimarn, Senior Manager of
International Cooperation
Thailand Center of Excellence
for Life Sciences (Public
Organization).

TCELS would be delighted to work with the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce to promote life science
business between the Netherlands and Thailand.
Contact
Tel: (+66) 2 644 5499 ext. 131
Fax: (+66) 2 644 9538
Email: premruedee@tcels.or.th

Thailand Center of Excellence
for Life Sciences or TCELS, as
a public organization, is a deliverer of value to society by
being the crossroads between research, innovation,
public health and finance systems. We provide supports
and services for research & innovation management,
products standardization, IP management, commercialization, capacity building, business consultation,
investment facilitation. We are also the manager of
Thailand Life Sciences Cluster, established in October
2020 with 25 founding members.

Dr. Chairat Uthaipibull, Deputy CEO of TCELS
Khon Kaen Business Forum – the virtual Event

How can your organization support the Dutch business
community? What do you think is the value creation that
the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce can support
your organization and Dutch business community?
TCELS has been working with many international partners
in order to connect the Thai entrepreneurs with global
communities through the flowing activities:
1. organizing Thai delegation to attend Bio international trade show in many countries;
2. holding life sciences business forum 3-4 time a
year for both Thai and foreign companies to meet
with potential partners;
3. establishing Bio Asia Pacific in Thailand as conference and partnering platform for Thai and international agencies/companies; and
4. providing Thailand life sciences data and consultation for both Thai and international companies
to do the business in Thailand

Bio Asia Pacific, Thailand

Anything you wish to tell our audience, especially the
Dutch entrepreneurs?
Announcement of Thailand Life Sciences Cluster
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Khon Kaen Business Forum - The VIRTUAL Event
During the third quarter, the NTCC had organized three editions of Khon Kaen Business Forum Thematic Online
Webinars. The first edition is Medical, Health & Wellness to present an overview of the Khon Kaen Medicopolis, its
on-going mega-project as a medical hub, and supporting views from the local private sector. The second edition is
under the theme of Transport & Logistics and the last edition of KKBF Thematic Webinar is Food & Agrotech.
After that the NTCC together with Franco-Thai Chamber of Commerce (FTCC), and Belgian-Luxembourg/Thai
Chamber of Commerce also successfully organized the press conference on 16 September and Khon Kaen Business
Forum - The VIRTUAL Event on 23-24 September. The two-day business forum was held with success with 175
participants. Its objectives are to highlight Khon Kaen's business potential and build a strong link with key decision
makers in Khon Kaen.
Big thanks to our sponsors to make this happen: Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau (TCEB), TCELS THAILAND,
Savan Logistics Co.,LTD , Kirloskar Brothers Limited, ACOEM Thailand, Best Global Logistics and Faber Flags Asia
Co.,Ltd and all stake holders in Khon Kaen, Khon Kaen Province, KhonKaen Chamber of Commerce (KKCC), KhonKaen
Tink Tank (KKTT), the Federation of Thai Industries KhonKaen Chapter, Mekong Institute and depa Thailand.
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Recent NTCC Events & Webinars

10 June | Tech & The City x Chiang Mai Connect:
Urban-tech entrepreneurs Meet-up & Networking

16 June | Netherlands Thai Business Forum - Think
Resilience, Think Thailand

The second edition of Tech & The City by Global Startup
Hub CNX, supported by NIA & Startup Thailand, powered
by CM Town & Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC which was
held both online and offline at Artisan Digital Chiang Mai.

NTCC had attended the virtual Netherlands Thai
Business, an update on Thailand's economic outlook,
challenges, and opportunities after Covid for Dutch
business in Thailand and ASEAN.

Our fellow startup founders, entrepreneurs, and
professionals from the Urban-tech ecosystem and
beyond came to share the information of delivery
platform industry, made in Chiang Mai goods concept,
and updated on all the latest happenings in the Chiang
Mai's growing tech ecosystem.

The session started with welcome speeches & introduction by the Thai Embassy, Netherlands Embassy
and BOI, followed by a panel discussion moderated
by Mr. Jeroen Haver, International Business Manager
from NLinBusiness. Three experts from company
members including Mr. Marcel Canters, CEO from
Lasermed and Mr. Tak Sriratanobhas, Head of J/V
project and International Trade from Mitr Phol, had
also contributed as a panelist sharing their experiences
and expectations within Thailand.

18 June | Multi-Chambers Eastern Seaboard Networking

24 June | Tech & The City CNX #03: Ed-tech/Social
entrepreneurs, Talk & Meet-up

Thank you, our partner chambers & all attendees who had
joined us, on last Friday 18 June at the Multi-Chambers
Eastern Seaboard Networking at Mövenpick Siam Hotel
Na Jomtien Pattaya.
Following the local restrictions, the event was successfully
organized with the limitation of attendees at 50 people
& social distancing. Heineken 0.0 and Mocktails were
served throughout the event due to the current alcohol
ban.

The third edition of Tech & The City by Global Startup
Hub CNX, supported by NIA & Startup Thailand,
powered by CM Town & Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC.
Our fellow startup founders, entrepreneurs, and
professionals from the Social / Ed-tech ecosystem
and beyond - wide-ranging industries in the North linking business groups came to share about Ed-tech
startups impact Thai education.
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Recent NTCC Events

1 July | Opening Phuket Sandbox at InterContinental
Resort
After a few months of restrictions, the NTCC was very
glad to meet up with our members of the NTCC Phuket
chapter again, with most of them active within the
inbound tourism, hotel and travel related sector at the
beautiful InterContinental Phuket resort.

8 July | COVID19 Briefing on Business Continuity, Travel
& Flights, Vaccination Programs, Dutch government
support and the recently launched Phuket Sandbox
NTCC organized the webinar "COVID19 Briefing on
Business Continuity, Travel & Flights, Vaccination
Programs, Dutch government support and the recently
launched Phuket Sandbox".

The meeting and discussions coincided with the
official start of the “Phuket Sandbox” initiative with
the first overseas international travelers arriving into
Phuket directly as the start of re-opening Thailand for
international tourism and travelers.

We gained updates and perspectives of business sector,
airline sector, tourism sector, and the Embassy of the
Netherlands in Thailand, to prepare ourselves when
having plans to fly from Thailand to the Netherlands
and vice versa. We would like to thank all 4 significant
speakers for providing us excellent cooperation through
the discussion.

29 July | Tech & The City CNX #04: Agri/Food-tech
entrepreneurs, Talk & Meet-up

11 August | Tech & The City x Chiang Mai Connect Creative/ Mar-tech entrepreneurs meet-up & networking

The 4th edition of Tech & The City by Global Startup Hub
Thailand (CNX), supported by NIA & Startup Thailand,
powered by CM Town & Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC.

The fifth edition of Tech & The City by Global Startup
Hub CNX, supported by NIA & Startup Thailand, powered
by CM Town & Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC. It’s all
about creativity and entrepreneurship.

Our fellow startup founders, entrepreneurs, and professionals from the Food / Agri - tech ecosystem came to
share how a family-based business can innovate to
become a 'food-for-the-future' tech company and why
plant-based meat is the new tomorrow and other related
information.
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Our fellow startup founders and entrepreneurs from
the creative / mar-tech ecosystem came to share
more about creative hubs and arts/crafts communities
around Chiang Mai. Moreover, we updated on all the
latest happenings in the Chiang Mai's growing tech
ecosystem.

Recent NTCC Events

16 August | CFO dinner via gather.town

19 August | Manufacturing group via gather.town

It was another successful event we organized - the NTCC
CFO Dinner! This time on the very fun and interactive
platform called "Gather.Town".

Another successful online gathering on Gather.Town!
This time we hosted a round table discussion for the
NTCC Manufacturing Group members.

We hope all the CFO members, in their selected avatar,
had a pleasant time discussing and also enjoying the
Herring and Heineken 0.0 delivered by The Hangover Bar
Bangkok.

Thank you for all attendees for their attendance and
contribution on the discussion. We hope you had a
pleasant conversation and looking forward seeing you
all soon again.

26 August | Tech & The City Health-Tech Entrepreneurs
Talk & Meet

15 September | Eastern Economic Corridor, Digital
Gateway Thailand (EECd) Kick-off-WE MAKE IT HAPPEN

The sixth edition of Tech & The City Health-Tech Entrepreneurs Talk & Meet Up by Global Startup Hub CNX,
supported by NIA & Startup Thailand, powered by CM
Town& Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC.

The Royal Thai Embassy had been organizing the
webinar to present the project of Eastern Economic
Corridor, Digital Gateway Thailand (EECd) which is the
dream destination for global digital players and
innovators in developing digital technology. The goal
of this project is to promote digital technology and
innovation in a holistic manner to elevate the competitiveness of Thailand’s digital industry. EECd will
serve as the playground and the regulatory sandbox
to nurture and promote the digital industry ecosystem
and future investment.

Our fellow startup founders and entrepreneurs from the
health-tech ecosystem came to share more about
medical innovation districts and health-tech communities around Chiang Mai, and how medical devices
are made locally in Chiang Mai and marketed globally
around the world.

During the panel discussion, moderated by our ED Mr. Hans van den Born, members - Mr. Frank van Baal
and Mr. Remko Vleesch Dubois - were sharing their
experiences and thoughts on doing business in
Thailand.
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30 years in Thailand

Van Leeuwen 30 years in Thailand
In July 2021 Van Leeuwen Pipe and Tube (Thailand) ltd
reached its 30th milestone of business establishment

in the same office building, at Alma Link Building on
Chidlom Road. In the last quarter of 2021 warehouses

providing Project Management Services and Supply
Chain Solutions to the Oil and Gas, Chemical and
Manufacturing industry within the EEC. Van Leeuwen

being built on this existing site.

in Thailand. The company has been active in Thailand
for three decades supplying Steel Pipe and Tubes,

has grown from strength to strength over the
years with a reputation of being a reliable, quality,
resourceful and price competitive supplier to the
Energy Market.

In recent years Van Leeuwen has grown its market

will be integrated into the Van Leeuwen Warehouse
in Bo Win, Chonburi, as an additional warehouse is

Globally we are seeing a shift in the Oil & Gas Market
towards cleaner Energy. Van Leeuwen is able to
adapt its product portfolio to match demand and
work alongside its clients to a better future and
contributing to lowering its global impact on the
environment.

share in Thailand. Van Leeuwen Thailand has achieved
this by optimizing its international network, providing
distribution expertise, utilizing worldwide stocks and
its access to numerous global suppliers. Currently we
have been successful in securing Project and MRO
(Maintenance, Repair, Operations) contracts that have
been invaluable to our footprint in the market and
ongoing growth in Thailand.

As Thailand is still battling against the COVID-19
pandemic, Van Leeuwen Thailand Management has
decided to postpone the 30-year celebrations with
all stakeholders. Instead our company decided to
support their fellow Bangkokians in the worst wave
of the COVID-19 pandemic thus far. Van Leeuwen has
redirected these funds to Bangkok Community Help
Foundation, a recognised Thai Charity Organization.

Van Leeuwen acquired Benteler Distribution in 2019,
an International distribution company that, just like
Van Leeuwen, offers a wide range of pipes, tubes and
services. Last year Benteler Distribution companies
were renamed and rebranded. The Thailand branch
of Benteler has been changed into Van Leeuwen
Distribution Thailand and further integration between

The last 18 months have been challenging for all
businesses in Thailand including Van Leeuwen, as
we’ve dealt with situations never experienced before.
The health and safety of our staff have been our top
priority and at the same time providing job security
to all of our employees. Van Leeuwen Thailand has
shown resilience and strength and our company is

this company and Van Leeuwen Thailand are

currently underway. Both companies are now based

From left to right: Thijs van Dulm (General Manager Van
Leeuwen Thailand), Greg Lange (Founder Bangkok Community
Help), Friso Poldervaart (Founder Bangkok Community Help)

able to face the next 30 years in Thailand.

Leeuwen Thailand Management: from left to right: Damian Chia
(Sales Manager Projects), Thijs van Dulm (General Manager),
Michael van Etten (Distribution Sales & Supply Chain Manager),
Juntina Hapatum (Finance Manager)

The Van Leeuwen Pipe and Tube Group
Van Leeuwen is a globally operating trading company and specialist in steel pipes and pipe and tube
applications. The company is headquartered in Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands, and globally active with
some 80 offices and warehouse locations in more than 30 countries in Europe, the Middle East, Asia
Pacific and North America. The family-owned company was founded in 1924. With a history of almost
a century as a specialized business partner, we live up to our promise of delivering “more than tubes”.
Our Van Leeuwen employees have specialist knowledge of sourcing, processing, stock planning,
project management and logistics, and work closely with customers in various segments in the
industry and energy markets.
We provide our extensive product portfolio of steel pipe and tube products and specialized valueadded services to customers in numerous markets: ranging from the mechanical engineering sector
to pipelines, from civil engineering and construction to the automotive industry and from the process
and power industry to the hydraulics sector.
The international network, in combination with the value-added service and experience of local
specialists with knowledge of products and customer applications, makes Van Leeuwen a strong
partner and leading specialist with cross-border knowledge and experience.

More than tubes.

Van Leeuwen Pipe and Tube (Thailand) Ltd
Bangkok T: +66 (0)2 655 1022 to 1026 Ext 501
Chonburi T: +66 (0)3 834 5765
E: thailand@vanleeuwen.com.sg
W: www.vanleeuwen.com
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New Corporate Members

Renaissance Pattaya
Resort & Spa.
9/9 Moo 3, Na Jomtien,
Sattahip, Chonburi 20250

Denis Richter

General Manager

Time Zone Group Co., Ltd.

ICON SIAM, UNIT L04, 1st Floor,
Charoennakorn Road, Klongtonsai,
Klongsan, Bangkok, 10600

Erik Meijer

Chief Executive Officer

T: +66 38259099
E: denis.richter@renaissancepattaya.com
W: www.renaissancepattaya.com

T: +66 659286828
E: info@timezone.in.th
W: www.timezonegroup.co.th

Renaissance Pattaya Resort & Spa, a premium lifestyle
beachfront resort, is located in an idyllic seaside destination
of Pattaya, Thailand. Situated in the attractive and tranquil
beach area of Na Jomtien district amid the verdant garden;
this 5-star haven low-rise resort offerings a fashionable
beachfront retreat, beautifully appointed rooms, expansive
suites & pool villas with signature amenities, modern
essentials, and inspiring sea or resort views and is within
easy reach of the local attractions. At Renaissance Pattaya
Resort & Spa, your simple delights become memorable
moments and where unparalleled service and uncommon
sophistication always provide a unique experience.

Time Zone Group consists of two companies: Time Zone,
the House of Fine watches (at Gaysorn Village) and Narcissus
Group, the exclusive representative of Philipp Plein in
Thailand (at ICONSIAM).

Chow Energy Public
Company Limited

Royal Phuket Marina

2525 FYI Center Tower 2, 10th Floor,
Rama 4, Khongtoei, Khongtoei,
Bangkok, 10110

Cristobal Chin
Ceo

68 Moo 2, Thepkrasattri Road,
Koh-Kaew, Muang, Phuket,
Thailand 83000

Inderjit Singh Lalvani
Chairman

T: +66 233091014
E: info@chowenergy.co.th
W: www.chowenergy.co.th

T: +667 636 0833
E: events@royalphuketmarina.com
W: www.royalphuketmarina.com

Chow Energy Public Company Limited is one of the leading
companies in Renewable Energy with a wide range of
services including development, design, construction,
operation, and maintenance providing options for partners
to engage in private power purchase agreements or as
a contractor for turnkey engineering, procurement and
construction. Our mission is always aiming to provide
excellent service to strengthen business whilst providing
energy solutions that are sustainable to our community
and our environment.

Royal Phuket Marina is a distinguished world-class destination
combining luxury waterfront living with an award-winning,
state-of-the-art marina. Situated on the east coast of the
tropical island paradise of Phuket, Royal Phuket Marina is
the gateway to Phang Nga Bay and hundreds of beautiful
islands in the Andaman Sea, all but a few hours’ sailing away.
Royal Phuket Marina is the first and only proud holder of the
prestigious 5 Gold Anchor Award bestowed by the The Yacht
Harbour Association (TYHA), UK and was the first in Thailand
to achieve ‘Clean Marina Accreditation’, satisfying the
stringent criteria of the and the Marina Industries Association’s
(MIA, UK) ‘Clean Marina Program’. These awards make Royal
Phuket Marina the first and only multi-award-winning marina
in Thailand.
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New Corporate Members

Kingsford (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
999/86 Moo 20, Soi Boonmeesab,
Banplee-Tamru Road, Bangpleeyai,
Bangplee, Samutprakarn, 10540

Henk Stijweg
CEO

International Pet Brands.
Suntec Tower 2, level 31,
9 Temasek Boulevard,
Singapore 038989

Sjoerd Verstege
Senior Manager

T: +66 21745174
E: henk.stijweg@kingsford-asia.com
W: www.suniture.com

T: +66 906076185
E: sjoerd@interpet.com.sg
W: www.ipb.com.sg

With projects throughout Asia and Europe, Suniture has
extensive experience in serving the hospitality industry
with high quality, durable, and value for money products like
umbrellas, outdoor soft sofas, and custom cushions, among
others, using materials that meet the highest standards like
Eqodry® foam and Agora® fabrics. Our customers include
international hotel brands such as Ritz-Carlton, Hyatt, Four
Seasons, Marriott, Shangri-La, Sheraton, W and the Banyan
Tree, among others. We specialize in hospitality projects.
We work closely with top designers, ensuring that they are
equipped with the latest developments when it comes to
outdoor furniture solutions. If you are an architect, designer,
decorator, or a specifier, we at Suniture® can provide you
images, product specifications, project references, CAD files
and other information regarding our collections that best
support your project. With a strong commitment to sustainability, we are able to provide materials that meet regulations
to assist in environmental certifications.

International Pet Brands (IPB) is a world leading producer of
private label cat and dog wet pet food, dry pet food, freeze
dried pet food & natural treats. Our team has a combined
experience of over 100 years in the industry and we can
tailor turn-key projects to suit every clients needs to
successfully launch your branded products on time and in
full. IPB currently ships worldwide and as part of our overall
project management services we work closely with our
customers to provide assistance around: Initial Product
ideas/design, Packaging ideas/design & sourcing, Project
management from paddock to plate, Country permits,
Shipping & logistics.
We are passionate about pet food manufacturing and
assisting customers to launch new products into their
existing or new markets. We use only the highest quality
ingredients sourced worldwide. IPB is dedicated to strict
quality control programs, our factories carry some of the
highest certifications available worldwide. Packaging – we
can source/design & supply high quality secondary packaging
components from plastics, cans and pouches.

New Individual members
Manussawee Emanuel

Ben Blenckers

Director & Co Founder
Be Well Medical Center
E: manussawee@bewell.co.th
T: +66 814464618

Director
LowLand APAC Co., Ltd.
E: benblenckers@gmail.com
T: +66 869863007

Penchawan Rangsoi

Ronald van Delft

Owner
Tmtvisaservice Co.,Ltd.
E: Penchawan@hotmail.com
T: +66 836486201

Owner
Cafe Ron., Co. LTD
E: Caferonbankok@gmail.com
T: +66 983103735
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TRUST
IN STAINLESS
STEEL.
www.oryx.com

We are ready to
get you there
We know a seat is a lot more than just a place to sit. It makes dreams come
true, brings you back to the people you love, carries you to that first job abroad.
That’s why we are currently resuming our flights to a growing number of
destinations. We offer a flexible rebooking guarantee, which means you will be
rebooked free of charge if your flight is cancelled. You can also opt to get your
money back or accept a voucher for future travel.
We’re taking extra measures to ensure that our passengers and crew feel safe
when travelling. Whenever you’re ready to fly, we are ready to get you there.
For further information about our latest flight schedules and our safety
measures, please visit klm.co.th

Member News
ARBURG Planetary roller screw drive - Now with
five-year guarantee!

•

The proximity with your potential clients/distributors:
will your sales team make frequent visit to your clients,
or do you need your clients to visit you?
• The presence of facilities nearby the office: restaurants,
shopping, banks, and more also enter into account.
These are only the tip of the iceberg, along the way
many other questions will rise. Discover other factors to
be considered for the best office location:
https://www.ata-services.com/the-best-office-location/

Electric and hybrid ALLROUNDERs are equipped with our
unique planetary roller screw drives. These offer numerous
advantages such as high-power density and operational
safety, long service life, and much more. The planetary roller
screw drives – which ARBURG develops and builds itself
– also come with a five-year guarantee* Higher power
density and longer service life.
The planetary roller screw drives ensure that rotary movement
of the motor in the injection moulding machine is converted
into linear movement. They increase the service life of your
injection moulding machine and reduce failures.
• Compared with inexpensive ball screw drives, the
power density of planetary roller screw drives is up
to 100% higher.
• What makes ARBURG planetary roller screw drives
special is optimised oil lubrication and active liquid
cooling. The active liquid cooling ensures constant
operating conditions, which means fewer failures.
• Oil lubrication reduces maintenance and wear
compared to grease lubrication in ball screw drives
and increases a machine's service life as a result.
• Planetary roller screw drives also work reliably at
full load.
• 5 years guarantee starts from delivery date. Find
out more details at ARBURG (Thailand) Co., Ltd Tel
02-1307882

How to choose the best office location for your
company?
It is always a headscratcher to
decide for the location of your
new office. Not only the rental
fee needs to be considered, but
also be the parking fee, building
management fee, restaurants,
services, and more…
The most important factors to decide the best office location
shall be:
• The geographic position: How convenient is it for
the employees to reach the office?
• Your budget: the closest you are to a BTS station
or MRT station the more expensive is the rent. At
10min walking distance, the rent would be from 700
to 1200B/m2, against 400 to 600B/m2 at 20min
walking distance.

Looking for an office? Contact ATa Services:
info@ata-services.com

Nutreco AgriVision 2021

Since 2000, leading feed-to-food agri-industry biennial
event, AgriVision, has brought together key agriculture and
food industry players and change-makers from across the
world. These stakeholders share our ambition to drive
the transformation of the entire food chain so that more
high-quality proteins can be produced to feed the world’s
fast-growing population, without straining the planet’s
resources in the process.
AgriVision provides a platform for informed discussions
on a strategic level that aspires to shift mindsets, develop
new ideas and inspire innovative approaches to drive the
changes needed to address the challenges that our food
system faces.
Jointly organised by Trouw Nutrition and Nutreco, AgriVision’s
10th edition will take place for the first time in a digital format
on Thursday, October 7, 2021, providing a safe and qualitative
networking and conference experience, based on the core
theme of ‘Future Matters’ in the agriculture and food space.
Our event will be broadcast from the Netherlands in a place
that is steeped in history - De Fabrique. This former feed mill
based in the city of Utrecht is over 100 years old and provides
a beautiful backdrop for AgriVision 2021. For the safety of all
participants, and to allow for more flexibility, this year, we
have decided to hold AgriVision as a fully virtual event,
featuring pre-recorded and live-streamed content.
For more information:
www.trouwnutrition.com/en/agrivision-2021/about-agrivision/ or
Wasita.padoongmatvorakul@nutreco.com
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Member News
The Latest Treatment for Breast Tumors:
Cryoablation
October is international breast
cancer awareness month. Education and raising awareness is
important to help women take
action and fight the disease.
Cryoablation destroys non-cancerous breast tumors (fibroadenomas) by freezing them at
below -170°C, the temperature
at which tumor cells die. A needle
as small as 3 mm in diameter
injects liquid nitrogen through the tip of needle which is inserted
through the skin and into the tissue to be removed.
The tumor quickly freezes causing the cells to die. Ultrasound
is utilized during the procedure to clearly locate the tumor
and monitor the size of the ice ball. Patients are left with a
small scar of only 3 mm.

As the sole distributor, a varied
product range of Von Doren will be
in MBMO Asia’s distribution. We will
expand into new markets and enter
both online and offline channels in
Thailand. We are proud to support
the distribution and growth plans of
this unique brand.
We strongly believe that brands do not just need a distributor, they need a partner to help them build their business. That
is exactly what we aim entering this partnership. Working together, we are confident that we will conquer the Thai luxury
consumer market with Von Doren.
This partnership will provide our customers with an outstanding quality and – as they can expect from us - exceptional customer service.

Philanthropy Connections’ Annual Report 2020:
NTCC is taking part in making change

What are the advantages of cryoablation?
Cryoablation is a non-invasive surgery, and therefore has
many benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only local anesthesia is required
Scar is small, only 3 mm in length
Less painful than other procedures
There is no need to stay overnight in hospital
Recovery is quick
The breast maintains its shape because there is no
damage to normal breast tissue

Scan to view the package:
Esperance The Integrative Cancer Clinic
11th Floor, C Building (BI Tower)
Tel: 02 011 5888

MBMO Asia is the exclusive distributor of watch
brand Von Doren in Thailand
After successfully distributing
Zippo in Thailand for many
years, it is now time to expand
MBMO Asia’s brand portfolio
in Thailand. We are pleased to
announce that we have entered
into a strategic agreement with
Von Doren – Fine Timepieces.
Von Doren is a Norwegian watch brand. Each Von Doren
wristwatch is inspired by its Norwegian heritage and brought
to life by the finest Swiss movements. Elegance and understated sophistication are hallmarks of Von Doren timepieces.
The watches are made in very limited editions.
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Last year, Mr. Hans van den Born, Executive Director of
the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce visited the
preschool of Baan Pha Lai, one of our projects impacted by
COVID-19 and had this to say for our 2020 Annual Report...
“It became even more clear how valuable their work is.
What better way is there to invest in proper education and
by doing so hopefully breaking the chain of poverty.”
“I will never forget the visit to one of the student's family’s
village, listening to their stories and seeing the smiles on
their faces, despite their hardship.”
“We encourage all readers to support PCF in whatever way
possible and would like to thank Sallo and his team for their
great work and enthusiasm throughout all these years we
have been collaborating.”
You can read Hans’ full quote and those of our supporters
and beneficiaries in our 2020 Annual Report https://philanthropyconnections.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/AR2020-web.pdf. This brief report encapsulates how much can
be accomplished for people in vulnerable situations when we
all - the PCF team, our supporters, and volunteers - work
together to see positive changes made.

Member News
Trial Programme with ATK Test kits at Bangkok
Patana School
Bangkok Patana School has started a trial programme with
ATK test kits for staff coming onto the school campus. Our
goal and priority is to provide a safe, staggered, and
controlled return to school for all staff and students. The trial
will help the school to set proper processes in place for the
hopeful return of students to the campus in limited groups.
Strict COVID-19 measures remain in place including social
distancing with a reduction of all unnecessary contact across
classes and teams; regular deep cleaning; and protective health
and well-being measures.
Vaccination rates and ATK testing will also be factored into
the reopening approval and planning. Currently 85% of the
staff on campus are fully vaccinated and 99% of the staff
have at least one vaccine. Should the application be granted,
we hope to bring back students over a period of weeks in
small groups with ATK testing kits to be sent home with students
for testing at home.

Office Ergonomics: Work-from-home edition by
OMP COMPANY “Dynamic sitting with AT Chair”
The AT office chair range is the
third in the family of free-to-move
dynamic chairs. It stands apart
for its seminal design, enormous
range of models and design
options. The frames, seat- and
backrest-shells, or the backrest frames come in black or
white to underscore the fresh,
consistent look. The fluid lines
and ergonomically molded
seat-backrest shell are inviting
from the get-go. In this case, the combination of perfectly
synchronized forward and backward tilts and the suspension
of the seat and backrest ensure an assured, three-dimensional change of posture. The chair is quick and convenient to
adjust, making AT perfect for style-conscious individuals who
like to configure their own 3D office chair.
“Zoom 102 Monitor Arm”

use of monitor arms in a modern
office environment. The Zoom 102
is a monitor arm adjustable in height
and depth, suitable for the first
monitor. The monitor is mounted
on a so-called VESA bracket which
supports the sizes 75 and 100. Max
Load Weight is 15 kg.
OMP Company Limited
942/49-50 Charn Issara Tower1 G Floor, Rama4 Road, Suriya
Wong, Bang Rak, Bangkok 10500 Thailand
Office: +662 611 2575
Website: www.ompcompany.com
Line: @ompcompany

ONOFF: A New Look

At ONOFF, we rarely sit still in our kitchens in Hua Hin. We are
always stirring pots, tasting, and improving our recipes. We
are also always looking for tasty new ready-made products to
make our customers happy.
So now there are two new organic and vegan chili sauces on
the shop shelves: Thai green chili sauce and Thai mango chili
sauce. In Thailand, they serve the green chili sauce, made
from young green chilies, with fish dishes, chicken or as a dip.
The mango chili sauce has the spiciness of Thai chili sauce but
becomes milder in taste when combined with the sweetness
of ripe mangoes.
We have also redesigned the labels on ONOFF's packages
and bottles. The colours are brighter, the names easier to
read, and you can see even more clearly that everything from
ONOFF is grown and made in Thailand. The flavours are truly
Thai. You want your food to taste just as Thai at home.
Not only the labels have been changed, but also the packaging.
From now on, aluminium will be used instead of plastic. This
way, colour and taste are preserved longer and better.
Another good thing: all products, including the lime leaves
and sambals, are organic and vegan.

In today's digital world we cannot work without monitors.
Striking offers several options for ergonomics and optimum
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Member News
Safran Cabin Lamphun signs Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA) for a 1.4 MW rooftop-based
solar photovoltaic power plant with Constant
Energy

July 2021 – Safran Cabin announces the execution of the first
solar corporate PPA with Constant Energy. The project is a
1.4 MW solar rooftop located at the Safran Cabin Lamphun
factories in the Northern Region industrial estate, in Thailand.
This is the fifth PPA project of Constant Energy in the Northern
Region. It will support Safran Cabin in reducing its carbon
footprint (nearly 17,000 Tons over the PPA term) and reduce
operating expenses thanks to a solar tariff substantially
cheaper than the current utility.
Due to limited factory access during the COVID-19 pandemic
situation in Thailand, an e-signing ceremony celebrated this
new long-term partnership between Safran Cabin and Constant
Energy. Olympus Capital – Constant Energy’s shareholder –
also joined the e-ceremony. There were 11 participants located
in France, Thailand, India, and Singapore.
In response to the climate challenge, Safran has undertaken to limit the greenhouse gas emissions of its operations,
production sites and value chain. In 2021, Safran revised its
low-carbon objectives with an even more ambitious target: a
30% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025 compared to 2018.
Programs are already in place in all of the Safran sites to
meet these objectives, such as, for instance, lowering
energy consumption, developing an Internal Carbon Price
(ICP), which assigns a monetary value to harmful emissions,
and using sustainable fuels for engine testing. always looking
for tasty new ready-made products to make our customers
happy.
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Monitor Your Fire Pump System anywhere, anytime online in the cloud 24/7
FIREPUMP.AI introduces game-changing technology and
innovation to enhance Fire Safety and transforms the way
in which existing Fire Pump Systems are being operated and
monitored for readiness.
Kirloskar Brothers Thailand, its fully owned subsidiary SPP
Pumps Asia, and ZI-ARGUS, have formed a close collaboration
in the development of this advanced – cloud based - system.
Combining 100+ years of Fire Pump experience within SSP
Pumps Asia, and the extensive Process Control, Automation,
and Industry 4.0 know-how of ZI-ARGUS, has created a
world-class, industry-leading, Fire Pump Monitoring Solution,
FIREPUMP.AI.
Based on the latest IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things)
technologies and powered through Symbiont by ZI-ARGUS
- the most advanced and secure cloud-based digitization
platform in the market - FIREPUMP.AI greatly improves
readiness and availability of any Fire Pump System to maximize
the protection of valuable lives and properties.
FIREPUMP.AI is a development of Kirloskar Pumps Thailand,
a world-renowned manufacturer of fire pumps and related
equipment. Our mission to provide world-leading solutions
has paved the way for some of the safest and most reliable
Fire Pump Systems available today. FIREPUMP.AI has been
designed as a brand independent solution platform which is
compatible with all major Fire pump equipment in the market
to monitor, send alarms, have all equipment info at hand and
store from the readily available NFPA 25 complaint weekly,
monthly, quarterly, and yearly checklist into the cloud for
traceability improving your safety and reducing operating
cost. Visit our website firepumps.ai for more information.

•
•
•
•
•

NFPA 25 compliant checklists
Secure cloud based data storage
Traceable inspections for insurance company
and building management
Reduced in person inspection
Reduce human error

•
•
•
•
•

Marina Bay Sands Singapore
Suntec City Singapore
Burj Khalifa Dubai
Opera House Sydney Australia
MRT Yellow and MRT Pink line Thailand

•

Your fire system data, inspection reports and geolocation
available 24/7 from a single source stored securely in the cloud
Receive automatic pre warnings and alarms
Works with all brands and types of pumps

•
•

Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Limited
Tel:+66 2 661 8272-4, +66 2 026 3585
Email: admin@kirloskar.co.th
Website: www.kirloskarthailand.com

